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CIMdata News 

ANSYS Dimensions Innovation Conference 2016 (Commentary) 

7 December 2016 

Key takeaways: 

 A major transformation is underway across multiple industries toward model-based systems 

engineering (MBSE) processes for the design and deployment of complex products and systems 

that span multiple domains within the engineering discipline (e.g., mechanical, electronics, 

embedded software, and controls) as well as multiple disciplines across the entire product 

lifecycle 

 The need to accurately simulate and predict the behavior of today’s complex systems, especially 

in the cyber-physical realm, has led to a number of strategic acquisitions by ANSYS over the past 

decade in the areas of electronics and embedded software engineering—the latest of these 

occurred in early November, 2016 with the acquisition of KPIT Medini Technologies AG 

 Tomorrow’s interconnected smart systems will require new capabilities that ANSYS is now 

developing with a partner ecosystem that includes PTC and GE in preparation for the 

widespread adoption of new Internet of Things (IoT) and digital twin technologies  

 ANSYS is committed to providing best-in-class multi-physics and multi-domain systems modeling 

and simulation capabilities to enable Simulation-Driven Product Development; ANSYS 18.0 to 

be released in Q1, 2017 will add many new modeling and simulation capabilities to support 

engineers across the mechanical, electronic, and software engineering domains 

Significant global product development trends are making multi-domain, systems-level virtual 

prototyping and performance simulation capabilities an indispensable element in enabling the 

transformation to simulation-driven product development, especially for complex cyber-physical 

systems. These major business trends include: 

 Smart systems and machine learning being driven by the IoT and Industry 4.0 

 Mass customization with software features being a key differentiator  

 Design-for-purpose materials and new manufacturing methods (e.g., additive) 
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 Design-for-energy efficiency and sustainability, green, conservation, and re-use 

 Products delivered as services; an on-going innovation and utility business model with customer 

feedback loops based on in-service data analytics) 

From these, it is clear that systems-level digital prototyping and in-service performance emulation (i.e., 

the enablement and maintenance of a digital twin) will be a foundational element in developing MBSE 

processes that enable product innovation, quality, and profitability throughout the product lifecycle from 

ideation to manufacture and throughout the operational life. While still relatively new, the use of 

physics-based and software driven digital twins promises to revolutionize the product engineering and 

manufacturing domains over the next decade.  

In-service applications for digital twins, such as machinery condition monitoring, will help optimize as-

built and as-deployed performance characteristics and avoid product failures. As well, capturing and 

assessing actual customer usage behavior via always-on data feedback will enable engineers to design 

and build more reliable and innovative products that are fit for purpose. And do this much faster than 

today’s disconnected development processes. 

ANSYS Dimensions Innovation Conference 2016 

CIMdata recently participated in the ANSYS Dimensions Innovation event held in Paris, France, a 

customer-focused event which replaced the former Esterel SCADE Users Group Conference. On day 

one, the presentations were tailored towards management participants with a focus on highlighting the 

global industry trends cited above and how ANSYS is developing an integrated product innovation 

platform to enable simulation-driven systems development. Day two consisted of a series of in-depth 

technical presentations across three concurrent tracks on IoT, System Simulation, and Embedded 

Software. 

Attendees heard from a number of ANSYS customers (e.g., Airbus, Dyson, Ferrari, Schneider Electric, 

and the Avicenna Alliance for Predictive Medicine) on their use of the ANSYS product portfolio and 

their future plans for deploying more systems modeling and simulation capabilities as well as from 

solution partners such as PTC, Microsoft, Modelon, and CoreAVI. 

Mr. Mark Hindsbo, VP of Marketing at ANSYS, outlined the ANSYS vision for enabling engineers to 

simulate and optimize the performance of tomorrow’s products and manufacturing systems across the 

entire product lifecycle (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1—ANSYS’ Vision for the Next Generation of Engineering Simulation 
(Courtesy of ANSYS) 

Mr. Eric Bantegnie, VP/GM of the ANSYS Systems Business, subsequently discussed the ANSYS 

simulation platform strategy to create a unified and collaborative model-driven systems engineering 

environment that ties together the key engineering domains required to simulate, predict, and optimize 

the performance of complex cyber-physical systems that consist of highly interdependent physical, 

electronic, and software components (see Figure 2).  

Of particular note was the live demonstration of an operating digital twin application for real-time 

predictive monitoring of an industrial pumping system created by ANSYS in partnership with 

Flowserve, PTC, and National Instruments. Applications for leveraging physics-based digital models as 

part of a digital twin strategy are still emerging but the forecasts for business and financial impacts of 

digital twins are both substantial and relatively near term.  

“Coupling physics-based simulation insight and existing digital design information with IoT enabled 

sensor data streaming from in-service assets is the secret sauce that engineering teams can use for 

making real-time predictions of what will happen and when to deploy high value assets to prevent 

catastrophic in-service system failures as well as to provide real world design insights used to optimize 

future systems performance,” stated Mr. Bantegnie. 
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Figure 2—Medini Products within ANSYS’ Portfolio for Systems Engineering Across the Product Lifecycle 

(Courtesy of ANSYS) 

An additional proof point of the ANSYS systems-centric lifecycle simulation strategy was a presentation 

by Dr. Olaf Kath of KPIT Medini Technologies AG, a very recent acquisition of ANSYS. Dr. Kath 

highlighted the mediniTM software functionality that will be integrated within the ANSYS systems 

simulation platform to address software architecture configuration and system safety validation for 

automotive, aerospace, and industrial systems (see Figure 2 above for positioning of the Medini products 

within the overall ANSYS portfolio for model-based systems engineering). 

In summary, CIMdata continues to be impressed with the ANSYS vision and platform strategy for 

simulation-driven product development and, in particular, the focused execution on bringing together 

advanced system simulation technologies and workflow processes across the often highly disconnected 

domains of mechanical engineering, electronics engineering, and embedded software and controls 

engineering. ANSYS continues to successfully acquire and integrate simulation solutions into a unified 

platform that will enable engineers in different engineering disciplines to better collaborate within the 

global and synchronous work flows that are required to design tomorrow’s complex cyber-physical 

systems. 

While a great deal of work remains to be done by ANSYS and industry as a whole to realize the vision 

and promised benefits of model-based systems engineering approaches, we expect ANSYS to continue 

to be a leader in helping industry to be highly innovative and efficient in successfully adopting new 

simulation technologies in the emerging new worlds of the IoT and Industry 4.0.  

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata services, visit our website at 

http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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CIMdata to Host Free Webinar on the Role of the Cloud in the AEC & EPC Markets 

7 December 2016 

Free educational webinar will share a framework for assessing cloud solution providers and will offer 

key information for developing a coherent and sustainable cloud strategy. 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 

an upcoming free educational webinar, “Connecting the Clouds in AEC & EPC—Where to Start?” The 

webinar will take place on January 12, 2017 at 11:00 a.m. (EST).  

Nearly every major solution provider serving the Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC) 

and Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC) markets has introduced cloud-based products 

and services. In many ways, AEC and EPC are ideal targets for cloud delivered software solutions, but 

key questions such as data ownership, security, liability, and the ability to technically integrate multiple 

cloud solutions remain. This webinar will address these questions, provide a framework for assessing 

cloud solution providers, and share key information needed to develop a coherent and sustainable cloud 

strategy. 

According to the webinar host, CIMdata’s Director for AEC/Manufacturing Convergence, Ed Martin, 

“The AEC / EPC industry is at a tipping point for cloud adoption, with solution providers and customers 

alike rushing to embrace the cloud. The economic benefits and productivity potential of connected cloud 

solutions are compelling, and are driving this momentum. However, these new solutions also bring new 

challenges. Companies need to reconsider solution assessment frameworks and strategies, skill sets, and 

more when adopting cloud solutions. This webinar is aimed at helping companies understand what is 

needed to make the transition successfully.” 

Mr. Martin has over 35 years of PLM and manufacturing industry experience in the disciplines of 

product development, manufacturing automation, lean manufacturing, and systems engineering. During 

his career he has held engineering and management roles in the manufacturing industry, including 

positions at General Motors and Delphi. Prior to joining CIMdata, Mr. Martin was with a leading PLM 

solution provider where he applied his engineering and manufacturing knowledge to build an 

automotive industry practice and then to lead a product team focused on production and fabrication 

technologies including the integration of BIM and manufacturing information for greenfield and 

brownfield facility projects.  

The webinar will last one hour and will cover: fundamentals of the cloud; core advantages of cloud in 

the AEC / EPC industry; a comparison of private, hybrid, and public clouds; the security implications of 

the cloud and how to avoid pitfalls; issues to consider for new and existing solutions; ways to address 

data ownership and liability; how to develop a coherent roadmap in the face of rapid development; how 

to make a rational business case for cloud (and maintaining it); and CIMdata’s view of the future of 

cloud services. 

The webinar will be useful to BIM managers, project delivery managers, VDC managers, digital 

engineering managers, construction managers, facilities managers, sales engineers, IT leadership, PLM 

team leaders, PLM team members, product managers, solution providers, and anyone who wants to learn 

more about the role of the cloud in the AEC and EPC industries. 

During the webinar attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions about the topics discussed. To 
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find out more, visit: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/webinar-connecting-

the-clouds-in-aec-epc-where-to-start. To register for this webinar 

visit: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/7074161435150965507  

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia- 

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CIMdata Releases Review of Tebis Product Program 

6 December 2016 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 

the release of a program review of Tebis’ manufacturing solutions and business. 

Tebis software is used by toolmakers to design and build made-to-order mold and die tooling primarily 

for the automotive sector, and for component manufacturers in the aerospace and mechanical 

engineering sectors. With a mix of direct sales and distributors throughout Europe, Asia, and the 

Americas, Tebis AG and its subsidiaries serve major markets worldwide. While many may recognize 

Tebis software as being a superior NC programming solution for producing high quality Class A 

machined surfaces; the real strength of the current Tebis offering lies in its ability to provide a wide 

range of innovative solutions and services for many important steps within a customer’s manufacturing 

process chain. This, coupled with a new pricing model, makes Tebis a viable option for many early 

phase companies that formerly may have opted for a solution based solely on low acquisition cost. 

There are many metal cutting solutions in the market, and Tebis has one of the best collections of 

functions and strategies for surface model preparation and NC cutter path generation within its target 

markets. Tebis’ most outstanding strength lies in its ability to optimize its customer’s business 

competitiveness and profitability by providing a wide range of solutions to optimize its customer’s entire 

manufacturing process chain. This is reinforced by Tebis’ new pricing and consulting and services 

models. 

This program review is available for download from www.CIMdata.com. 

About CIMdata 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/webinar-connecting-the-clouds-in-aec-epc-where-to-start
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/webinar-connecting-the-clouds-in-aec-epc-where-to-start
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/7074161435150965507
http://www.cimdata.com/
../../../Downloads/www.CIMdata.com
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CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia 

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Acquisitions 

Dassault Systèmes Acquires Next Limit Dynamics, Developer of XFlow Technology 

9 December 2016 

Dassault Systèmes today announced the signing of a definitive share purchase agreement to acquire 

Next Limit Dynamics, a leader in highly dynamic fluid flow simulation used in aerospace and defense, 

transportation and mobility, high-tech, energy and other industries.  Next Limit Dynamics’ 2015 revenue 

was approximately 1.6 million euros.  

With the acquisition of the Madrid-based Next Limit Dynamics, Dassault Systèmes enhances its 

industry solution experiences for multiphysics simulation on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform and 

strengthens its foothold in the strategic computational fluid dynamics (CFD) market.  Next Limit 

Dynamics’ software solutions are used by simulation analysts for accurate and robust simulation of 

highly dynamic fluid flow in order to solve challenging CFD problems faster than traditional methods. 

 Customers include Airbus, AISIN AW, Caterpillar, Doosan, Ford, Google X, Honda, Mitsubishi, 

NASA, Safran Helicopter Engines and Toyota.    

“Simulation enables innovators to push the evolution of engineered materials, additive manufacturing, 

the internet of experiences and other factors that contribute to harmonizing product, nature and life,” 

said Bernard Charlès, Vice Chairman & CEO, Dassault Systèmes.  “Next Limit Dynamics is a young, 

dynamic company whose highly experienced research and development team and forward-looking CFD 

method, integrated in a multiphysics, multiscale 3DEXPERIENCE platform, are transformational to the 

innovation process.”  

Realistic simulation – from early concept to late-stage validation – is a mandatory discipline for the 

successful creation of sustainable consumer experiences.  Next Limit Dynamics’ technology is used to 

predict and enhance the performance of complex designs when exposed to fluid flow such as 

aerodynamic flow past an automobile, aerodynamic noise from aircraft landing gear, and lubrication of 

complex drive trains.  This methodology can help improve an automobile’s fuel economy and lower its 

emissions, reduce the environmental noise of aircraft, and increase the efficiency of wind turbines for 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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power generation.   

“For nearly a decade, we’ve developed our Lattice Boltzmann simulation technology, XFlow, to extend 

the applicability of CFD across multiple industries for challenging applications,” said David Holman, 

General Manager, Next Limit Dynamics.  “Today’s products are becoming more sophisticated, making 

engineering problems increasingly complex.  Our disruptive method avoids the highly time-consuming 

preparation tasks typically required by traditional CFD approaches.  This frees engineers to focus more 

attention on design evaluation and optimization.  As an integrated part of Dassault Systèmes, our 

technology can better address this complexity and support the work of engineers who are using the 

3DEXPERIENCE platform.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Synopsys Completes Acquisitions of Cigital and Codiscope 

30 November 2016 

Synopsys, Inc. has completed its acquisitions of Cigital, a privately held provider of software security 

managed and professional services, and Codiscope, a 2015 spinoff of Cigital and provider of 

complementary security tools. Cigital is a large, global application security firm specializing in 

professional and managed services for identifying, remediating and preventing vulnerabilities in 

software applications. Codiscope has transformed the tools and intellectual property created by Cigital 

into a suite of accessible and streamlined products for a broad population of developers.   

The security of software code throughout the software supply chain is a critical concern for companies 

across a broad range of industries, from financial services and medical devices to industrial controls and 

automotive. As the cyber security landscape becomes increasingly complex, many organizations are 

struggling to determine the right solution in the context of a multitude of point tool offerings and 

varying vendor strategies, as well as their own IT challenges and priorities. The acquisition of Cigital 

and Codiscope adds complementary products, services, and a highly skilled workforce to the Synopsys 

portfolio, enabling Synopsys to offer a comprehensive software security signoff solution. 

The terms of the deal are not being disclosed. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 

Accenture Teams with Code.org to Inspire Students to Learn Coding, Develop Computer Science 

Skills to Prepare for the Digital Economy 

5 December 2016 

For the second straight year, Accenture is collaborating with Code.org to support Hour of Code, a global 

educational movement that reaches tens of millions of students through a one-hour introduction to 

computer science and computer programming. 

As part of Accenture’s commitment to inspire and expand the opportunities for students to learn coding 

and computer science skills, Accenture employees in more than 200 cities across 55 countries have 

pledged to complete more than 10,000 Hours of Code during Computer Science Education Week 

December 5-11. This includes more than 2,000 hours pledged by Accenture employees to lead local 
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events or volunteer at schools in their communities by working with teachers and Code.org to help 

students learn the basics of coding through online tutorials that inspire students to continue learning. 

“The need for more computer science graduates has never been greater. Last year, there were 500,000 

new computing jobs available in the U.S. but only 40,000 qualified graduates to fill them. We all must 

do more to close the skills gap and prepare students to join the workforce of the future,” said Paul 

Daugherty, Accenture’s chief technology & innovation officer and ‘chief coder’. “In today’s digital 

world, exposing each and every student – particularly girls and minorities -- to coding is just as critical 

as teaching reading, writing and arithmetic. I am proud of the personal commitments Accenture 

employees are making to help introduce students to computer programming and the vast opportunities 

available to them in the computer science field.” “Every student in every school should have access to 

computer science in order to become literate citizens of today’s digital world and explore the 

possibilities of computer science careers,” said Hadi Partovi, co-founder and CEO of Code.org. “By 

engaging and mobilizing its global workforce to participate in Code.org events and in classrooms around 

the world, Accenture shares our vision and provides invaluable support in arming students with the skills 

they need to succeed in the future.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

aPriori Opens New Center for Advanced Cost Modelling 

5 December 2016 

aPriori today announced the opening of a new software development and technology implementation 

center, headquartered in Belfast, Northern Ireland.  The new Center for Advanced Cost Modeling will be 

staffed by 15 highly skilled engineers that will expand aPriori’s cost modeling, software development, 

quality assurance and implementation capacity.  These engineers will build upon the world class 

research & development staff working out of aPriori’s corporate headquarters in Concord, MA in the 

USA. 

The new office also represents a productive new partnership with Invest Northern Ireland.  Representing 

Invest NI for the announcement at Parliament Buildings in Belfast, Economy Minister Simon Hamilton 

MLA proclaimed, “aPriori Technologies is an exciting and growing business with a global customer 

base and its decision to establish a technical center in Belfast is a unique investment which requires 

engineering and software expertise.” 

aPriori’s product cost management platform provides global product design and sourcing teams with 

real-time cost estimates on individual components, subassemblies and complete products. The software 

leverages CAD and intelligent cost models to quickly determine feasible manufacturing methods and 

product costs while generating detailed manufacturing analysis and cost estimates that quantify the 

impact of changes to product design, materials, manufacturing processes, volumes and location in real 

time. 

aPriori President and Chief Executive Officer, Stephanie Feraday, attending the opening ceremony in 

Belfast today remarked, “Cost modelling and implementation of product costing solutions requires 

particular expertise.  With growing customer demands, we realized we needed to recruit more staff to 

support the company’s continued development.   Invest NI has been working with us over the past 16 

months as we considered our options and its support with our investment was a significant factor in our 

decision to locate a new technical center in Northern Ireland.  The quality of research and teaching at 

Queen’s University’s School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering impressed us and we are 

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=Y25mlTp4KgmYmtfafaqS_90Oa1fXP-LPy1XkKGHYaipsSeLjsHEw3kNgENpS8Q5Ryrxn67f3Dhr5HZT-Dq9g24uehRp9egUPHnBTbtf6fmJ2S7teN1tqsdYPh135Am9T1I7gcXyf7who3BPnzpnmVYNLUjDV7MM35-uWSAIAW0M1f6UWKzjjpXM4_fZ6UNRF
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confident that we can find the qualified technical staff we need among Northern Ireland’s engineering 

talent base to support our growth plans.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

BeehiveFund Announces Over $17,000,000 In-kind Grant from Siemens PLM Software 

7 December 2016 

BeehiveFund, a 501(c)(3) educational entity, today announced it received an in-kind software grant, 

with a commercial value of over $17,000,000, from Siemens PLM Software. 

With the in-kind grant of Siemens Tecnomatix® portfolio, the industry leading digital manufacturing 

software, BeehiveFund’s training offerings will now have the same technology that companies around 

the world depend on every day to develop innovative products in a wide variety of industries including 

automotive, aerospace, machinery, shipbuilding, high-tech electronics, medical devices, food, and many 

more. 

Dr. Sanju Patro, Director of BeehiveFund's TMAC Gulf Coast program, is grateful to Siemens PLM 

Software for this generous grant of advanced engineering software. This partnership enables 

BeehiveFund to meet the needs of employers and prepare the future workforce for these significant 

high-paying STEM careers. Dr. Patro believes that with this invaluable assistance, BeehiveFund will be 

better able to pursue its mission of disseminating technical knowledge across all industries. 

“Despite an immediate, critical need for qualified technology-trained professionals in manufacturing, 

our customers have difficulty finding qualified candidates,” said Dora Smith, global director, Academic 

Partner Program, Siemens PLM Software. “Working with BeehiveFund, Siemens PLM Software is 

helping prepare individuals with the knowledge and experience to fill this skills gap and become highly 

qualified employees.” 

With a team of seasoned professionals and an extensive network of additional resources, BeehiveFund 

and its TMAC Gulf Coast program are available to assist students in the Gulf Coast region and Houston 

area businesses in developing their incumbent workforce. 

Click here to return to Contents 

BIMobject® Signs Up Three New Accredited BIMscript® Training Centres 

7 December 2016 

Today BIMobject AB (BIMobject) announces the expansion of the BIMscript Training Centre, bringing 

the total to four partners. The BIMscript Training Centre enables professional companies to deliver 

project related services to building product manufacturers, bringing new brands to the BIMobject Cloud 

using the BIMscript and LENA development solution. 

The four accredited business partners are: 

 CADAC Group AEC B.V. (Belgium, Luxembourg and The Netherlands) 

 Excitech Ltd (United Kingdom and Ireland) 

 Majenta Solutions Ltd (United Kingdom and Ireland) 

 Simply Rhino Ltd (United Kingdom and Ireland), that recently was announced as the first 
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partner 

Together they already have access to hundreds of building product manufacturers within their existing 

client lists who are not yet on the BIMobject Cloud. Many of these already have existing BIM content 

and the new partners are now beginning the process of bringing them to the BIMobject Cloud. Three of 

the new BIMscript Training Centres are highly skilled Autodesk partners in their country.  

"By creating partnerships with leading companies this gives us access to their sales, marketing and 

technical experts which will greatly increase our reach to the world's building product manufacturers. 

Although we are growing exponentially, partners will assist in accelerating our growth even faster. This 

is the beginning of some really exciting relationships", says Matthew Jackson, Sales Manager UK and 

Digital Content Manager, BIMobject AB. 

"These new partners are using the latest technology from BIMobject, using a single source for both 

geometry and information to provide the user community with several file formats. This is the future of 

BIM content creation and will help both developers and manufacturers to save time and money", says 

Emil Augustsson, Digital Content Manager, BIMobject AB. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Cimtech Joins MLC CAD Systems 

6 December 2016 

We are pleased to announce that Cimtech Inc., the leading Mastercam® Value-Added-Reseller (VAR) 

in the Pacific Northwest, has joined MLC CAD Systems. Effective December 1st 2016, the Cimtech 

team has joined MLC, creating the largest Mastercam® team in the U.S. We particularly welcome 

customers in Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Alaska. 

Steve Kidd, founder of Cimtech, commented, “This will be the premier Mastercam® VAR in North 

America.” 

MLC CAD Systems’ Vice President, Joel Hill, stated, “Welcome to the Pacific Northwest customers 

and Cimtech employees joining MLC. We are looking forward to a successful, expanding Mastercam® 

business.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

e-Builder Wins SIIA Company CODiE Award for Customer Success Team of the Year 

7 December 2016 

Today e-Builder, the leading cloud-based construction program management solution for capital 

projects, was named the best Customer Service Team of 2016 as part of the 2016 SIIA Company CODiE 

Awards. The winner announcement was made by the Software & Information Industry Association 

(SIIA), the principal trade association for the software and digital content industries. 

The CODiE Awards are the only peer-reviewed awards of their kind and, for over 30 years, have 

recognized thousands of software, information and education technology companies for achieving 

excellence in products and services. An SIIA Company CODiE Award win is a prestigious honor as it is 

a recognition of tremendous accomplishments for 2016. 

Unique in the construction industry, e-Builder’s focus on owners fosters a more streamlined and 
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collaborative approach to capital project management, but it also raises the bar for the company’s 

customer service requirements. While e-Builder Enterprise is licensed to facility owners, users include 

an extensive network of project contractors, including architects, construction workers and business 

professionals, while collaborating on construction projects. Project success is dependent on team 

collaboration, user adoption and skills development training on the e-Builder platform. 

e-Builder is committed to providing best-in-class customer service and support not only to its trained 

license holders, but to all e-Builder Enterprise users. With an average of 29,000 users logging into e-

Builder Enterprise each month, the company’s customer service department hears from a wide range of 

people with varying experiences, technical expertise and familiarity with e-Builder. To address the 

needs of this diverse user group, e-Builder focuses on staffing its customer support team with highly-

trained subject matter experts available 24/7, and releasing quarterly, customer- feedback-driven product 

updates and webinars. Customers are happy and satisfied with e-Builder’s above and beyond attitude, 

and it continues to drive e-Builder’s consistent growth and success. In fact, e-Builder’s Capterra and 

Software Advice reviews highlight e-Builder’s emphasis on customer service. As one satisfied customer 

says, “customer service is great. Great way to make sure everyone has access to the latest information.” 

“We are humbled by this prestigious designation, and encouraged by its affirmation of our investment in 

e-Builder’s customer success team,” said Ron Antevy, president and CEO. “When we work hard to 

ensure that our customers and their contractor communities get the most out of e-Builder Enterprise, 

they’re ultimately able to save money and produce better project outcomes.” 

“SIIA’s 2016 Company CODiE Award winners are some of the most outstanding teams and individuals 

impacting businesses across the world. Recognized by SIIA’s Software & Services Division, the 

Company CODiE Winners should be proud of this prestigious accolade honoring excellence and 

achievement in the technology industry,” said Rhianna Collier, VP & Managing Director for the 

Software & Services Division at SIIA. “We congratulate all of this year’s Company CODiE Award 

winners, and thank them for the contributions they have made to their industries.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

ESI Signs a Long-Term Strategic Partnership with PARC, a Xerox Company 

7 December 2016 

ESI Group announces the signing of a long-term strategic partnership with PARC, a Xerox company and 

provider of custom R&D and technology solutions to Global 1000 companies and government agencies. 

The partnership initially focuses on expanding and industrializing PARC’s advanced research project on 

Fault Augmented Model Extension (FAME), initiated with the Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency (DARPA). The partnership encompasses system reliability modeling, system safety assessment, 

predictive maintenance, and condition-based maintenance. These capabilities will come to strengthen 

the already existing ESI solutions dedicated to helping industrial manufacturers overcome engineering 

issues related to complex cyber-physical systems. 

As today’s industrial systems incorporate increasingly complex hardware and software sub-systems, an 

integrated model- and data-driven approach has become essential to address design, validation and 

operational issues throughout the system design and operations cycles. Over the years, ESI has been 

developing coherent and integrated virtual prototyping solutions that enable industrial customers to 

virtually manufacture and evaluate product performance in different environments and use cases. Today, 

ESI extends its proposition to smart virtual prototyping; giving its customers the ability to animate their 
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virtual prototypes and use the latest technologies, including big data analytics and machine learning, to 

accurately predict and manage product operational performance from an early stage. 

ESI’s partnership with PARC marks the continuation of ESI’s strategic investments in system 

simulation. Indeed, in 2013, ESI acquired the cloud-based system design specialist CyDesign Labs, 

based in the Silicon Valley, and more recently the German company ITI GmbH, developer and vendor 

of SimulationX, the leading Modelica-based system simulation application in the field of System 

Modeling of cyber-physical systems. ESI has also complemented its data-driven system analytics 

capabilities by acquiring earlier this year Mineset Inc., specialized in web-based visual analytics and 

machine-learning and also based in the Silicon Valley. The research projects conducted in collaboration 

with PARC will accelerate the development of hybrid virtual prototyping and data-driven analytics 

solutions to maximize the useful and operationally reliable lifecycle of the products developed by ESI’s 

clients. 

Tolga Kurtoglu, Vice President and Director of the System Sciences Lab (SSL) at PARC, remarks: 

“Industrial manufacturers want to minimize the cost of complex systems, while maximizing 

performance. Design teams need to be able to quantify reliability and mitigate risk at the earliest phase 

of the process. We will work with ESI in partnership to help customers identify problem areas, gain 

insight, and quantify the impact of component failure through time and use of a manufactured system’s 

lifecycle. Mature and complex industries, including transportation, aerospace, defense, and energy, will 

benefit from our FAME project, and we are thrilled to work with ESI Group to bring these capabilities 

to customers around the world.” 

Fadi Ben Achour, Electronics Business Development VP at ESI Group, comments on the long-term 

strategic partnership between ESI and PARC: 

“We are honored that such a highly regarded organization as PARC, with extensive expertise in system 

diagnostics, prognostics and condition based maintenance, has chosen ESI to industrialize one of their 

breakthrough technologies.” He continues: “Building on our existing expertise, the results from research 

conducted at PARC will enable ESI to deliver industrial solutions to answer system level challenges and 

to leverage the data generated by our customers systems during operations. Of course, we are also 

excited by the impact on our efforts to build a strong eco-system in San Francisco Bay Area and its 

hyper dynamic and innovative Silicon Valley.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

EU Supply Inks Supply Deal with IT Services Arm of Deutsche Telekom 

8 December 2016 

E-procurement software firm EU Supply PLC on Thursday said it has signed a distribution deal with T-

Systems Multimedia Solutions GmbH to use the UK firm's CTM platforms. T-Systems is a subsidiary of 

T-Systems International GmbH, the IT services arm of Germantelecommunications giant Deutsche 

Telekom AG. 

The pair will work on selling EU Supply's CTM platform to both the private and public sector markets 

in Germany.  EU Supply anticipates the deal will deliver revenue in 2017 and will make a significant 

contribution in 2018 and beyond. 

"I am delighted that we have signed this distribution agreement with T-Systems, which has been in the 

pipeline for some time. With T-Systems' large footprint in Germany, which is a key market with 

http://www.esi-group.com/company/investors/news/acquisition-cydesign-labs-inc-lead-innovator-systems-modeling
http://www.esi-group.com/company/investors/news/acquisition-iti-gmbh-global-leader-realistic-simulation-mechatronic-and-multi-domain-systems
http://www.esi-group.com/company/investors/news/acquisition-iti-gmbh-global-leader-realistic-simulation-mechatronic-and-multi-domain-systems
http://www.esi-group.com/company/investors/news/acquisition-mineset-inc-big-data-visual-analytics-and-machine-learning-specialist
http://www.lse.co.uk/AllNews.asp?code=q4wua48z&headline=EU_Supply_Inks_Supply_Deal_With_IT_Services_Arm_Of_Deutsche_Telekom
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significant potential, combined with our flexible software, we expect this partnership to generate 

considerable new business for the group in 2017 and beyond," said EU Supply Chief Executive Thomas 

Beergrehn. 

Click here to return to Contents 

GRAPHISOFT’s ARCHICAD 20 Wins Digital Building Transition Award in France 

1 December 2016 

GRAPHISOFT® has announced that ARCHICAD 20 has won the Digital Building Transition Award in 

the “Design Tools” category at the first annual Digital Building Transition Awards held in Paris, France 

on November 29. 

Distributed by Abvent in France, GRAPHISOFT’s ARCHICAD 20 took home the top prize in the 

“Design Tools” category. GRAPHISOFT’s OPEN BIM approach ensures that ARCHICAD is 

compatible with all the major BIM tools on the market today. The award-winning firm’s focus on IFC 

interoperability, real-time photo-realistic rendering, and an IFC/BCF collaborative platform made it the 

clear choice for the jury. 

Established by the Government of France, the Digital Transition Plan for Buildings (PTNB) awards 

recognize software innovations that help building design and construction professionals transition to and 

work within a Building Information Modeling (BIM) workflow. "Our objective is to highlight the digital 

tools that allow all building professionals to work on digital models using BIM," said Bertrand 

Delcambre, President of the PTNB. "Of the 93 entries, we selected 30 nominees," he said. The jury then 

selected 11 winners in 10 categories. Most of the participating software will be listed on the French 

Government’s PTNB website as a guide for design and construction professionals to consider the best 

BIM software tools available on the market today. 

In addition to ARCHICAD 20, three other Nemetschek Group brands won awards with their products as 

well: SCIA Engineer, BIM+ and Solibri Model Checker. 

Click here to return to Contents 

HP Recognized as Leader for Corporate Action on Ending Deforestation 

7 December 2016 

HP has been identified as a global leader for the actions and strategies it is taking to manage its use of 

timber products more sustainably by CDP, which named HP one of only eight companies to earn a 

position on the inaugural CDP “Forest A List” for its deforestation management efforts. HP is the only 

information technology (IT) company to make this year’s Forest A List. 

The CDP ranking recognizes HP’s leadership efforts to reduce the devastating effects of deforestation 

and help customers make responsible printing and purchasing decisions. These efforts include a goal HP 

set in 2016 to achieve zero deforestation in which all HP brand paper and paper-based product 

packaging1 will be derived from certified and recycled sources by 2020, with a preference for virgin 

fiber from certified sources of the Forest Stewardship Council. HP is also working with the World 

Wildlife Fund’s Global Forest & Trade Network-North America to reduce fiber sourcing risks for 

products and packaging, source more environmentally responsible paper and packaging products, and 

engage suppliers as partners. 
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“We are proud to be recognized by CDP for our ongoing efforts to responsibly and sustainably manage 

our paper-based products and packaging,” said Nate Hurst, Chief Sustainability & Social Impact Officer. 

“This recognition reflects our commitment to combatting climate change and deforestation by operating 

a more sustainable business throughout our value chain.”  

CDP is an international, not-for-profit organization that provides the global system for companies, cities, 

states, and regions to measure, disclose, manage, and share vital information on their environmental 

performance. Its Forest A List features companies that are on the path to sustainably sourcing or 

producing timber commodities, which are among the four key commodities linked to global 

deforestation. 

“The business case for breaking the link between deforestation and the production of forest-risk 

commodities has never been stronger,” said Katie McCoy, head of forests at CDP. “We congratulate 

those businesses that have achieved a position on CDP’s Forest A List for timber. These companies are 

responding to market demand for environmental accountability and at the same time are making 

progress towards achieving deforestation-free supply chains. This will not only protect forests, but will 

help influence market behavior towards a more sustainable economy.” 

The rankings were developed from information provided by 175 large companies that was 

independently assessed against CDP’s scoring methodology, developed in collaboration with leading 

peers and experts in corporate deforestation risk management. These companies were then ranked 

accordingly by CDP’s lead scoring partner, the South Pole Group, a leading provider of global 

sustainability solutions that cover the areas of corporate sustainability, investment climate risks, 

sustainable supply chains, green finance, and renewable energy and energy efficiency. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Infor Recognized as Top Software Provider in 2016 by RIS 

7 December 2016 

Infor today announced today announced that the company was named as a Top 20 Software Vendor in 

the 2016 RIS Software LeaderBoard. In addition, Infor Retail was recognized as the leading solution for 

"Leaders in Return on Investment by Tier One & Mid-Size Retailers." The RIS Software LeaderBoard is 

based on retailer evaluations, giving a real-world depiction of software vendor performance as it ranks 

across a range of criteria, such as customer satisfaction, innovation and return on investment. The results 

provide an objective guide to help retailers find the vendors and solutions they need. 

 

Infor Retail is a cloud-enabled solution that provides organizations information on its supply chain, 

merchandise inventory, physical assets, customers, and workforce, all linked together. The application 

delivers modern tools for analytics, mobility, visualization, and collaboration to make sense of all the 

data in order to get critical information to the right people in real time. This year, Infor Retail was 

named a leader in 15 categories on the RIS News LeaderBoard including Overall Performance, Top 

Vendors for Tier One Retailers, Total Cost of Operations, Technology Innovation, Quality of Support, 

Software Reliability and Customer Satisfaction. 

 

"Being recognized on the 2016 RIS News Software LeaderBoard is a testament to Infor's commitment to 

bringing a full omni-channel experience to retail stores. We are honored that our customers provided 

such positive feedback on our solutions to push us to the top of so many categories," said Corey 
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Tollefson, senior vice president, Infor Retail. "The retail landscape has changed dramatically, and 

through co-innovation with leading retailers this past year, Infor is anticipating and meeting customers' 

needs to transform the shopping experience." 

 

"With a #1 ranking on this year's LeaderBoard for return on investment, and Infor's debut at position 13 

on the Top 20 Software Vendors list, Tier 1 retailers have clearly indicated that Infor is a leader in one 

of the most important categories for measuring the value of retail software," said Joe Skorupa, group 

editor-in-chief, RIS News. "Infor is also to be commended for a very strong showing in other important 

categories such as overall performance, customer satisfaction, technology innovation, total cost of 

operations, software reliability and quality of support." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Mentor Graphics Announces 2016 Winners of Don Miller Award for Thermo-Fluid Design 

Excellence 

8 December 2016 

Mentor Graphics Corporation today announced the winners of its second annual Don Miller Award for 

Excellence in System-Level Thermo-Fluid Design. The award is named after Don Miller, former 

research director for British Hydromechanics Research (now BHR Group) in the U.K., who served as 

one of the judges. Miller is also the author of Internal Flow Systems, the book which served as the 

foundation for Mentor Graphics FloMASTER™ software technology. Award submissions were received 

from around the world, including entrants from India, China, and Brazil. 

The 2016 Don Miller Award winners were selected based on their demonstration of excellence for a 

range of thermo-fluid design applications, including automotive engine cooling, two-phased 

refrigeration processes, and rail transport passenger comfort. A team comprising Soujanya 

Chintalapudi, Sundaram Veeraraghavan, and Sampath Sathish Kumar from Chrysler India Automotive, 

Pvt. Ltd. received the first place award for their design featured in their SAE paper, Simulation of Split 

Engine Cooling System. Their design used a FloMASTER simulation model for a new method of 

developing a split engine cooling system. 

Two runners up were selected by the panel of judges. Thiago Rubens Vieria Ebel from the Federal 

University of Santa Catarina, Department of Mechanical Engineering in Brazil received his award fora 

unique application of the FloMASTER tool used to understand the water hammer effects that can occur 

in a novel refrigeration system. The application was described in his thesis, Viability Analysis and 

Computational Simulation of a Hydraulic Circuit for a Magnetic Refrigeration System. 

The second joint runner-up award went to the team of Yifei Zhu, Yugong Xu, and Xiangdong 

Chen from the School of Mechanical Electronic and Control Engineering, Beijing Jiao Tong University 

in Beijing, China. They investigated the interaction between the external environment and the internal 

air flow through the ventilation of a high-speed train during operation. They described it in their 

paper, Study On the One-Dimensional Carriage and Ventilation System of High-Speed Train, 

"We congratulate this year's winners of our annual Don Miller Award for excellence in thermo-fluid 

design applications, and we are impressed by the broad range of submissions from our FloMASTER 

customers worldwide," stated Roland Feldhinkel, general manager of Mentor Graphics Mechanical 

Analysis Division. "We are proud of the innovations made possible by the use of our technology, and we 

look forward to reviewing next year's FloMASTER award submissions.” 
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Microsoft Accelerator Partners with Wipro to Work with Startups 

7 December 2016 

Microsoft Accelerator has partnered with Wipro to provide startups with go-to-market opportunities and 

integrate their solutions with select Wipro solutions. The partnership is part of the accelerator's 

CoInnovate programme, which helps startups work with enterprise businesses. 

 

"We are planning to invest in a number of ways. We already have a fund of $100 million that is 

primarily for startups. We also have dedicated teams at Wipro who would be working with these 

startups," said K R Sanjiv, CTO, Wipro. Wipro is already working with three companies from the 

accelerator's previous batch - Pune-based IoT platform Altizon, customer engagement management 

platform CloudCherry, and customer experience solution CustomerXPs. 

 

Microsoft Accelerator, which recently switched its focus from seed-stage startups to late-stage startups, 

also announced the graduation of its latest batch of 13 startups. All of them are a few years into 

operations. They include computer vision solution provider Uncanny Vision, service management 

platform FarEye, and AI-based legal advisory platform Surukam. 

 

Zack Weisfeld, general manager, Microsoft Accelerator, said that India was the second location for its 

accelerator programme, after the US, and he has seen the ecosystem evolve tremendously since launch. 

"We have eight accelerators now globally. Out of the 518 graduates, 83% have collectively raised $2 

billion in funding," he said. 

 

As part of its CoInnovate programme, Microsoft Accelerator has also partnered with companies like 

Temasek, TCS, Citi, and Reliance Industries. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Modelon Announces New CCO 

30 November 2016 

Modelon, a provider of Modelica solutions for Model Based Systems Design, is pleased to announce 

that David Higbie will join the Modelon management team as Chief Commercial Officer.  In this new 

position, Mr. Higbie will be responsible for all aspects of Modelon’s product related business activities 

including sales, marketing, and customer relationships. 

With over 20 years of experience in the CAE industry, including roles in application engineering, client 

support, sales and sales operations, product management, and executive management, Mr. Higbie brings 

critical skills and perspective to the company.  He joins Modelon from Ricardo Software where he was 

Managing Director, responsible for Ricardo’s global ISV business unit. Mr. Higbie’s focus on growth 

and recurring revenue, especially in new markets, led to significant growth in all regions. He 

strengthened the organization by building local client support teams in China and India, expanding the 

teams in Europe and the US, and successfully improved operational efficiency. Prior to Ricardo, Mr. 

Higbie was responsible for the US software team of AVL, where he achieved double-digit annual 
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growth rates.  

"We are happy that David has decided to join our team" says Magnus Gäfvert, Modelon CEO.  “His 

extensive experience in the technical software industry, strong commercial track record, and especially 

his deep concern for the needs of customers will be instrumental to ensure the satisfaction of our 

customers and thereby continue our substantial growth.” 

"I’m delighted to join Modelon and energized to build upon the company’s established success," said 

Higbie. "Modelon’s mission to democratize the use of models in systems engineering is a compelling 

platform for continued growth. I’m thrilled to be part of this innovative team and am excited to 

contribute to the long-term success of the company and our clients.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Oracle Pledges $1.4 Billion to Support Computer Science Education in the European Union 

1 December 2016 

Today, the European Commission and DIGITALEUROPE launched the Digital Skills and Jobs 

Coalition, a multi-stakeholder partnership to bolster computer science (CS) and coding proficiency at all 

levels within Europe’s workforce pipeline. In conjunction, Oracle announced a three-year investment 

totaling $1.4 billion in direct and in-kind support of CS education throughout the European Union (EU) 

member states. 

 

Nearly 1,000 EU educational institutions currently collaborate with Oracle Academy, Oracle’s flagship 

program in education philanthropy that brings computer science education to nearly 3.1 million students 

in 110 countries. As part of today’s pledge, Oracle Academy aims to train 1,000 additional EU educators 

in CS, Java and Database instruction, as well as reach students across an added 1,000 EU educational 

institutions over the next three years. 

 

“Digitally skilled professionals are critical to Europe’s competitiveness and capacity for innovation,” 

said John Higgins, Director General, DIGITALEUROPE. “Over the last ten years, we’ve seen the 

demand for workers with computer science and coding skills grow by four percent each year. Oracle’s 

efforts to bring computer science into classrooms across the European Union will help strengthen our 

digital economy.” 

 

“At Oracle, we are thrilled to inspire and engage students from all different parts of the world in 

computer science,” said Alison Derbenwick Miller, Oracle Academy Vice President. “Earlier this year, 

Oracle made significant commitments to the White House’s CS for All and Let Girls Learn initiatives. 

Today’s announcement continues our momentum to advance digital education and increase diversity in 

technology fields globally.” 

 

Additionally, Oracle Academy will drive several programs during the next three years, including: 

 Invite National Coalitions in the EU member states to partner with Oracle Academy in delivering 

computer science education to teachers and students 

 Provide new higher education curriculum in emerging technologies 

 Level Oracle Academy’s entire curriculum to the European Qualifications Framework (EQF) 
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Today’s commitment is an extension of Oracle’s pledge in 2013, which trained and empowered 1,246 

EU educators to teach computer science, as well as added 203 EU educational institutions to Oracle 

Academy. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Renishaw and Dassault Systèmes Pool Expertise for the Integrated AM Experience 

15 November 2016 

Renishaw is collaborating with Dassault Systèmes, a world leading 3D modelling, simulation and 

industrial operations software provider, as part of its commitment to provide and enhance software for 

metal additive manufacturing (AM). 

Users of Dassault Systèmes 3DEXPERIENCE platform applications can now design, optimise, simulate 

and set up AM builds directly for production on Renishaw's AM systems, which build 3D metal parts 

using laser powder bed fusion technology. Dedicated CATIA applications include a range of tools to 

develop and perform topological optimisation of parts. DELMIA is employed to generate the process 

from build set up to generation of the necessary laser paths (scan paths). Simulation of the entire AM 

build, including stress analysis and distortion prediction, is carried out in SIMULIA. 

Both Renishaw and Dassault Systemes have software which is accessible to authorised third parties and 

this played a key role in the collaboration. It ensures the laser paths (scan paths) generated by DELMIA 

are optimised for Renishaw metal AM systems and produce the best quality builds. This open ecosystem 

ethos enables collaboration with other experts working towards the common goal of creating a 

streamlined AM software experience. 

“The 3DExperience platform coupled with QuantAM enables parts to be produced accurately from the 

outset, which is of tangible time and cost benefit to users. It marks the beginning of many enhancements 

we have in the pipeline to improve the AM user experience and streamline the front-end of the 

manufacturing process'' explained Stephen Anderson, Renishaw's Director of Group Software. 

This process control software is part of Renishaw's wider mission to provide end-to-end solutions for 

innovative manufacturing and support the managed integration of AM into the production workspace. 

Renishaw has a heritage of developing software programs for its metrology and healthcare products, 

where accurate measurement of complex parts and verification against CAD models are critical. By 

collaborating with Dassault Systèmes, and other experts in their fields, Renishaw seeks to foster an 

environment where the best software tools can be advanced for AM users. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Sapphire Systems Expands Manufacturing Software Portfolio in Partnership with Infor 

1 December 2016 

Sapphire Systems today announced an expansion of its partnership with Infor to include the delivery of 

Infor CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine) software to the international manufacturing community.  

Sapphire has a prior relationship spanning across twenty years with the enterprise software provider re-

selling; Infor SunSystems, Infor d/EPM & Infor EAM and recently was awarded Infor’s OCFO (Office 

of the CFO) Partner of the Year award.  

Sapphire System’s CEO, Ian Caswell, said the opportunity to further develop the relationship into the 
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manufacturing sector made perfect sense for both parties.  

“We are always looking for opportunities to expand and improve our software offerings, and we had 

identified the manufacturing industry as a gap in the market for us. Infor CloudSuite Industrial 

(SyteLine) is a well-established application and provides us with a market leading enterprise software 

product to build upon our manufacturing-based expertise. It is the latest in a series of products we have 

adopted or developed ourselves in order to deliver industry-specific software applications to the markets 

we serve.”  

“Sapphire is a leading Infor partner with a track record of success in many vertical industries and Infor 

has a proud heritage of working with pioneering manufacturers throughout the UK, US and beyond,’” 

said Peter Stanley, vice president, European Partner Sales, Infor.  “Consequently, this expansion into 

manufacturing is very well timed as innovations around Industry 4.0, the Internet of Things, 3D printing 

and smart factories has created an incredibly active market.  We are confident that Sapphire will rise to 

the challenges of these new technologies, capitalise on the experience Infor has already amassed, and 

develop substantial opportunities to deliver real value to the global manufacturing community." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Siemens Cuts CO2 Emissions by 20 Percent 

1 December 2016 

One year after the launch of its decarbonization program, Siemens is already making significant 

advances in reducing its carbon footprint. The company was able to cut its CO2 emissions from 2.2 

million tons in fiscal 2014 to 1.7 million tons in fiscal 2016. A major portion of the carbon dioxide 

savings – 200,000 tons – were achieved at locations in Germany. With the aid of Siemens solutions, the 

company's customers worldwide succeeded in reducing their CO2 emissions by 521 million tons in 

fiscal 2016. This amount is equivalent to more than 60 percent of Germany's annual carbon dioxide 

emissions. 

In September 2015, Siemens announced its intention to cut the carbon footprint of its operative business 

in half by 2020 and to be climate neutral by 2030. To achieve this decarbonization, Siemens is focusing 

on four different areas. First, its Energy Efficiency Program (EEP) is verifiably reducing energy 

consumption at the company's own buildings and manufacturing facilities. Second, increased use of 

distributed energy systems (DES) is optimizing energy costs at the company's locations and production 

plants. Third, Siemens is systematically employing low-emission vehicles and e-mobility concepts in its 

worldwide car fleet. Fourth, the company is moving toward a clean energy mix by increasingly 

acquiring its electricity from sources that emit little or no CO2 – such as wind power and hydroelectric 

power. 

"Decarbonization is absolutely essential in order to halt climate change and its dramatic consequences," 

said Roland Busch, the member of Siemens' Managing Board who is responsible for sustainability. "The 

Paris Agreement on climate change has gone into effect, and the commitments now have to be fulfilled 

by taking concrete action. The global economy must consistently drive this process and demonstrably 

reduce CO2 emissions in all sectors," continued Busch. 

Investments in environmentally friendly technologies pay off because they are usually amortized within 

a few years. Siemens, for instance, expects that an investment of €100 million in improving the energy 

efficiency of its own buildings and production facilities will lower energy costs by about €20 million a 

year beginning in 2020. 
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Siemens' biggest contribution to climate protection is its Environmental Portfolio, which bundles the 

company's technologies in the areas of renewable energies and energy efficiency. In fiscal 2016, the 

Environmental Portfolio generated revenue of €36 billion, or 46 percent of Siemens' total revenue.  

Click here to return to Contents 

SmartBear, Wipro Partner for Testing Services 

5 December 2016 

SmartBear Software today announced a reseller partnership for software testing services with Wipro 

Limited. With the number of external interfaces integrating with an organization’s business processes 

constantly on the rise, the significance of testing is greater than ever before. Wipro AssureNXT and 

SmartBear’s testing platform provide a test readiness platform to enterprise customers, expanding the 

market reach of SmartBear. 

“The twin trends of agile development and defect prevention, rather than detection, have led to an 

increase in adoption of Test First Strategy to detect defects earlier in the software cycle,” said Kumudha 

Sridharan, Senior Vice President, Wipro Limited. “As a leader in application testing, Wipro recognizes 

that as testing moves further into the realm of code quality, there is an increasing need to do testing well 

before the graphical user interface (GUI) is developed. The Wipro-SmartBear partnership offers a 

massive opportunity to address the twin challenge and enable the Test First Strategy.” 

Wipro has also integrated key aspects of SmartBear’s technology into AssureNXT, Wipro’s next 

generation managed services QA delivery platform that combines best-in-class tools, IPs and best 

practices, to address the needs of multi-speed enterprises implementing bi-modal IT. The solution 

ensures business applications resiliency via highly automated processes, QA analytics and provisions 

end-to-end collaboration with business. By integrating SmartBear’s technology, customers can benefit 

from a seamless experience for functional and non-functional testing. 

“SmartBear is thrilled to enter into a partnership with Wipro, one of the world’s leading testing service 

providers,” said Doug McNary, Chief Executive Officer of SmartBear Software. “The capabilities that 

this partnership brings will help end users to address the delivery of higher quality applications faster at 

a more reasonable price with access to highly trained and skilled testing consultants for implementation, 

training and maintenance.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

solidThinking™ Partners with Soothsayer Analytics to Expand its Envision Platform 

8 December 2016 

solidThinking has signed a new partner agreement with Soothsayer Analytics to expand the reach 

of Envision’s cloud-based business intelligence solution. Soothsayer Analytics‘ experience and 

knowledge of cross-industry best practices, combined with Envision’s intuitive and collaborative 

environment, will enable users to visualize and analyze data with greater efficiency and derive better 

insight. 

 

“We are very happy to add Soothsayer Analytics to our partner community,” said Jim Hassberger, 

president of solidThinking. “Soothsayer is a highly versatile, progressive and innovative company with a 

bright future. This collaboration will empower our global user community with broader data analytics 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fsmartbear.com%2F&esheet=51471896&newsitemid=20161205005692&lan=en-US&anchor=SmartBear+Software&index=1&md5=2f6e11ae847fb45a1e36b57c7872ba71
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capabilities.”  

 

Envision is a zero-foot print technology, built around a rich user interface with advanced data 

visualization functionalities, delivered through a disruptive licensing model for an optimized investment. 

It is trusted, fast, easy to use and fully collaborative. Integrated with Soothsayer Analytics, Envision will 

help businesses succeed through data exploration and predictive analytics to identify opportunities and 

optimize outcomes. 

 

“Recognizing that the future of Data Science requires a synthesis of high performance computing, 

sophisticated algorithms and rich visualizations, Soothsayer cannot imagine a better partner than 

solidThinking. Combining the flexible architecture and unparalleled self-service user experience of 

solidThinking’s Envision product with our highly unique abilities in advanced analytics and artificial 

intelligence will enable us both to provide an unparalleled offering to companies looking for a 

competitive edge. We look forward to collaborating with solidThinking, and together, building world-

class solutions to complex and meaningful problems,” said Gaurav Agrawal, CEO, Soothsayer 

Analytics.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Variantum Appoints Pekka Blomberg as its New CEO  

8 December 2016 

Finnish software house Variantum Corporation is targeting the global industrial manufacturing market. 

The company has appointed Pekka Blomberg from Combitech as its new CEO. Variantum has 

remodelled its ownership base to include several experienced private growth capital investors alongside 

the founders and employees of the company.  

“Industrial manufacturing is at a crossroads where cost-effective mass production is no longer sufficient. 

Industrial companies now want to offer their customers individual solutions without compromising the 

cost-effectiveness and dependability of mass manufacturing. We are now talking about mass 

customisation,” explains Variantum Chairman Juha Putkiranta.  

“Variantum’s software suite responds to a global demand for industrial mass customisation, and we now 

have new resources to target the international market,” Putkiranta continues.  

Variantum has appointed system business professional Pekka Blomberg, the Managing Director of 

Combitech Oy, to join the company as its new CEO.  

Mass customisation is a global trend  

“One of the largest challenges towards industrial mass customisation is ensuring that products are 

delivered on time and at high quality, while customising them to meet the individual requirements of 

each end-user,” explains Variantum CEO Pekka Blomberg.  

“Some examples of the challenges faced by industrial enterprises include how automobile manufacturers 

can produce vehicles that are individually equipped for each customer, or how a computer manufacturer 

can offer each online customer an opportunity to select the specific features of the desired machine. The 

ability to offer a personalized service creates a competitive edge and helps retain customers, but the 

growing number of potential product variations imposes a major challenge when managing product 

information,” Blomberg continues.  
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Variantum’s clientele includes major corporations with nine-figure turnover, and the company’s 

software already has 20,000 registered users in the industry.  

“We estimate the total size of the global product information management market at about EUR 40 

billion, with a growth rate of 5–10 per cent annually.”  

“We have no direct competitors in Finland, and even globally there are only a handful. These global 

competitors are large businesses, but our competitive advantage comes from our feature portfolio, speed 

and flexibility,” Blomberg concludes. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Vero Software Forms Business Partnership with Korea Polytechnics 

5 December 2016 

Vero Software has formed a business partnership with Korea Polytechnics and donated 1,400 design 

licenses to educate its students in CAD. 

Korea Polytechnics is the foremost vocational college in the country, and will use the donated 

CAD/CAM solutions for research and development, as well as teaching students at 32 campuses and 

affiliated institutions. 

The software seats provide a variety of functions, from surface and solid modeling, through to mold 

flow analysis, sheet metal development and tool design, which the Polytechnic is confident will help 

educate students seeking to become specialists in the design field.   

“The partnership strengthens mutual co-operation between industry and academia, as well as promoting 

human and material exchanges, ensuring future designers have knowledge of the world’s leading 

CAD/CAM software,” says Lee Woo-young, Chairman of Korea Polytechnics. 

And Vero Chief Executive Steve Sivitter says: “We hope to make an important contribution in nurturing 

highly-skilled professionals who will lead the future growth of Korea’s mold industry, by supporting 

education and developing the curriculum.”     

Click here to return to Contents 

Events News 

Cadence Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer Geoff Ribar to Present at Barclays 

Global Technology, Media and Telecommunications Conference 

2 December 2016 

WHEN: 1:30pm PT, December 8, 2016 

WHAT: Geoff Ribar, Cadence Design Systems, Inc. SVP & CFO, will speak at Barclays 

Global Technology, Media and Telecommunications Conference at The Palace 

Hotel in San Francisco 

WHERE: Webcast available live at cadence.com/company/investor_relations 

Archived through 5:00pm PST on December 16, 2016  
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Dassault Systèmes Names Kalypton Winner of 3D FinTech Challenge 2016 

2 December 2016 

Kalypton was named winner of Dassault Systèmes 3D FinTech Challenge 2016. Their product enables 

operators to remove settlement lags and risks in real time payments and trading to ensure trust in all 

transaction records, to interconnect new and legacy systems via APIs, to handle data in any format 

consistently and to enable smart contracts in real time.  

The 3D FinTech Challenge is the accelerator program aiming to identify and nurture 7 high performance 

start-ups that can potentially transform and reshape the Financial Services Industry. The 7 week program 

is an integral element of Dassault Systèmes’ drive to reduce complexity in the face of increasing 

regulation and to enable customer centric innovation. 

“The 3D FinTech Challenge has been a terrific experience,” says Lars Davies, CEO, Kalypton. 

 “Dassault Systèmes, our mentors, BNP Paribas, the experts, other programme participants, have all 

contributed to accelerating our solution and deserve our thanks. We’re confident that our solution brings 

competitive advantage and immediate cost savings for true real-time processes to payments and post-

trade settlement to help banks overcome daily challenges related to regulatory-related burden.” 

“The 3D FinTech Challenge demonstrates how technology innovation has the potential to empower 

industry players and regulators, improve common understanding, reduce regulatory risk and compliance 

costs and shape the investment journey,” said Guillaume DufourVice President, Financial and Business 

Services Industry, Dassault Systèmes. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dreambird Partnering at Tech Industry 2016 Highlights Vero CAD/CAM Software and Tooling 

7 December 2016 

Innovative CAD/CAM solutions and a number of business partnerships with machine tool suppliers 

provided the major focus for Dreambird – Vero Software’s distributor for Russia, CIS and the Baltic 

countries – when it exhibited at the prestigious Tech Industry 2016 trade fair in Latvia. 

 

As well as showing the very latest 2017 R1 releases of Radan, Edgecam, VISI and PartXplore for sheet 

metal fabrication and mill-turn machining, Dreambird’s booth also featured tooling and processed sheet 

metal samples from Wilson Tool, and many representatives from a number of machine tool partners 

with their informational leaflets and catalogs. 

 

Held at Riga, Tech Industry 2016 is the biggest and most important event for industrial production in the 

Baltic States, with more than 270 companies from the Baltics, Western and Eastern Europe, 

Scandinavia, the CIS, and other countries, exhibiting this year. 

 

Visitors to Dreambird’s booth saw demonstrations of their full range of solutions for optimization and 

increasing productivity, and tooling for bending, punching and stamping. 

 

Ada Lakevich, from Dreambird says: “Visitors to our booth were impressed in particular by the 

demonstration of Radbend’s offline bending capabilities and how users can manage the complete 

http://kalypton.com/
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manufacturing life cycle from one system, with Radan.  

 

“Many potential customers arrived on the booth for thorough discussions about purchasing solutions and 

equipment. A large representative of the subcontracting industry from Lithuania was particularly 

impressed by the demonstration, and so Dreambird looks forward to closing deals in the near future.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Financial News 

Dell Technologies Reports Fiscal Year 2017 Third Quarter Financial Results 

8 December 2016 

Dell Technologies announced its fiscal 2017 third quarter results, which reflect the impact of the EMC 

merger and include 52 days of financial results from EMC and VMware. Consolidated revenue from 

continuing operations was $16.2 billion and non-GAAP revenue from continuing operations was $16.8 

billion. The company generated an operating loss of $1.5 billion in the quarter, with a non-GAAP 

operating income of $2 billion. 

“Overall we had a solid quarter with revenue of $16.2 billion, or $16.8 billion on a non-GAAP basis,” 

said Tom Sweet, chief financial officer, Dell Technologies Inc. “We remain intensely focused on 

enabling customers’ digital transformation initiatives. This customer-first focus is also driving our near-

term priorities, which include successfully integrating our salesforce and channel partner programs and 

seizing top-line synergies through cross-selling opportunities.” 

The company ended the quarter with a cash and investments balance of $15 billion. During the quarter, 

Dell Technologies paid down $500 million of debt and repurchased $165 million of Class V Common 

Stock under the repurchase program it announced Sept. 7. Since the completion of the EMC transaction, 

Dell Technologies has reduced total debt by $5.8 billion and repurchased $324 million of Class V 

Common Stock under its repurchase program. 

 Third quarter revenue was $16.2 billion, non-GAAP revenue was $16.8 billion 

 Operating loss of $1.5 billion, non-GAAP operating income of $2 billion 

 $5.8 billion of debt paid down to date following the EMC merger close 

 Combined company hit the ground running, shipped first integrated product just 27 days after 

transaction close 

Please click here to read the full report. 

Click here to return to Contents 

IGE+XAO Announces Availability of 2015/2016 Financial Report 

2 December 2016 

In the 4th quarter, IGE+XAO has activity up 4%, as such closing out the financial year at 28,117,938 

euros compared to 27,377,089 euros one year earlier.  

From a commercial standpoint, the period was mainly marked by the dynamism, both nationally and 

http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20161208005302/en/Dell-Technologies-Reports-Fiscal-Year-2017-Quarter
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internationally, in the sale and rental activities of licences for SME/SMI and major accounts. In parallel, 

IGE+XAO has intensified its actions in Asia and in Northern Europe.  

The period was also intense concerning technical activity. The efforts deployed mainly concernedthe 

interoperability between the "SEE Electrical Expert" product and the PROSYST ("ODIL and SIMAC") 

offering, the distribution of the new "3D Panel" software (design and manufacture of electrical cabinets 

in 3D) and the integration of the Group's products with PLM "Product Lifecycle Management" leading 

software in the international market.  

Finally, backed with its results and its solid fundamentals, and while still retaining its high level of 

profitability, IGE+XAO plans to intensify its international operations in 2017, with in particular the 

creation of two new subsidiaries in Asia.   

Read the report here. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Synopsys Posts Financial Results for Fourth Quarter and Fiscal Year 2016 

30 November 2016 

Synopsys, Inc. today reported results for its fourth quarter and fiscal year 2016. 

For the fourth quarter of fiscal 2016, Synopsys reported revenue of $633.7 million, compared to $587.2 

million for the fourth quarter of fiscal 2015. Revenue for fiscal year 2016 was $2.42 billion, an increase 

of 8.0 percent from $2.24 billion in fiscal year 2015.   

"Synopsys reported a strong fourth quarter finish to an outstanding fiscal year 2016, in the context of a 

challenging semiconductor landscape.  We enter 2017 with a solid technical and economic foundation," 

said Aart de Geus, chairman and co-CEO of Synopsys. "During the year, we made very good progress 

with our design and verification products, delivered strong results in IP, and further scaled our software 

integrity solutions, including the acquisitions of Cigital and Codiscope, which closed today. To drive 

long-term shareholder value, we also continue to successfully balance our investment priorities, 

including $400 million in share repurchases during fiscal year 2016." 

GAAP Results 

On a generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) basis, net income for the fourth quarter of fiscal 

2016 was $72.7 million, or $0.47 per share, compared to $49.8 million, or $0.31 per share, for the fourth 

quarter of fiscal 2015. GAAP net income for fiscal year 2016 was $266.8 million, or $1.73 per share, 

compared to $225.9 million, or $1.43 per share, for fiscal year 2015. 

Non-GAAP Results 

On a non-GAAP basis, net income for the fourth quarter of fiscal 2016 was $119.1 million, or $0.77 per 

share, compared to non-GAAP net income of $105.5 million, or $0.67 per share, for the fourth quarter of 

fiscal 2015. Non-GAAP net income for fiscal year 2016 was $466.8 million, or $3.02 per share, 

compared to non-GAAP net income of $438.4 million, or $2.77 per share, for fiscal year 2015. 

Reconciliation between GAAP and non-GAAP results is provided below. 

Financial Targets 

Synopsys also provided its financial targets for the first quarter and full fiscal year 2017.  These targets 

include the estimated impact of the acquisitions of Cigital and Codiscope, but do not include any impact 

http://www.ige-xao.com/en/company/news/press-releases/consolidated-turnover-for-2015-2016-strong-momentum-in-the-4th-quarter
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of future acquisition-related activities or costs that may be incurred during the remainder of fiscal year 

2017. These targets constitute forward-looking statements and are based on current expectations.   

Click here to view the full report. 
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Implementation Investments 

Ready-to-Wear Manufacturer Gürmen Group Selects Dassault Systèmes’ “My Collection” Industry 

Solution Experience to Optimize its Fashion Value Chain 

6 December 2016 

Dassault Systèmes today announced that Gürmen Group, owner of leading menswear brands, Ramsey 

and KİP, chose the “My Collection” industry solution experience to optimize the development of its 

fashion collections. 

Gürmen Group is one of the largest groups in Turkey with strong expertise in various sectors including 

ready-to-wear clothing. The Group employs nearly 3,000 people and exports to 60 countries, where its 

men’s fashion brands KİP and Ramsey compete with the world’s leading brands.  Its flagship Gürmen 

Textile is differentiated by its design capability, innovative product approach and advanced production 

technology. The company has the capacity of producing 2,100 suits, 1,750 pants and 2,000 shirts per 

day. 

Gürmen Group had been seeking an industrial solution for some time to allow its brands to collaborate 

more efficiently on a single unified platform.  Based on diligent research and a deep market offering 

assessment—which lasted over a year—the group decided that Dassault Systèmes’ “My Collection” 

industry solution experience was the best-in-class fashion solution to address its requirements. Its 

objective is to deploy the solution within a six-month timeframe. 

Based on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, the “My Collection” industry solution experience will provide 

Gürmen Group with a unified digital environment that connects internal and external stakeholders, 

integrates its value chain, and improves visibility, flexibility and decision support.  Teams will 

collaborate in a single environment, spending less time chasing and duplicating data and more time on 

developing and sourcing items. With “My Collection,” Gürmen Group will accelerate time to market of 

its Ramsey and KİP collections and its teams can better focus on creative work. 

“This collaboration will give us a competitive advantage and will surely add value to our business,” said 

Yasemin Gür Solmaz, Ramsey-KİP Member of the Board of the Directors, Responsible for Operations, 

Gürmen Group. 

“Dassault Systèmes’ 15 years of fashion industry experience and the 3DEXPERIENCE platform offer a 

new, digital approach to collaborative innovation for on-trend and on-time collections that can create 

value,” said Chris Colyer, Vice President, Consumer Goods and Retail Industry, Dassault Systèmes.  

“We are seeing more and more apparel companies of all sizes in all markets adopt this approach and its 

depth of functionalities, for maximum visibility across seasons, categories, products and variations.” 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Rolls-Royce Signs Global Agreement with Romax Technology 

6 December 2016 

Romax Technology has signed a global supply agreement with Rolls-Royce Plc to improve their design 

and development process with Romax software solutions. 

The company started its long-standing relationship with Rolls-Royce in 1996. The new agreement is to 

provide Rolls-Royce’s facilities in the UK, Germany and US with advanced engineering software and 

consultancy services to improve the design and development process for the existing and next-

generation of aerospace engines. 

  

Romax supplies solutions for the end-to-end design and optimisation of gearbox and drivelines, with 

major manufacturers, increasingly using the company’s software as the backbone for the entire 

transmission design and analysis process. Romax know-how coupled with its software suite, can provide 

its customers with smarter ways to analyse, design and optimise gearboxes, bearings and drivetrains.  

  

Younsu Park, Global VP for Aerospace, commented: “At Romax we have a trusted track record when it 

comes to understanding and developing technologies which can optimise the design process. This is an 

incredibly exciting time for our aerospace business. We are providing Rolls-Royce with our world-class 

solutions to enable faster, more accurately and cost-effectively designed aero engines." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 

Arena Solutions and Rootstock Software Partner to Deliver Integrated PLM and ERP Offering 

6 December 2016 

Arena Solutions today announced an integration with Rootstock Software, a provider of Cloud ERP 

(enterprise resource planning) manufacturing, distribution and supply chain solutions. This integration 

provides customers with an all-in-one single solution for PLM and ERP, unifying product development 

and business processes to reduce errors, provide greater visibility, and simplify the user experience. 

Rootstock Software provides powerful Cloud ERP manufacturing, distribution and supply chain 

solutions that enable manufacturers and distributors to cut costs, improve processes, and increase 

revenue with minimal IT infrastructure investment. The company serves customers throughout North 

America, Europe and Asia Pacific. Rootstock solutions run exclusively on the Salesforce Platform 

(Force.com®) and are available through the Salesforce AppExchange®, the world's most-popular 

marketplace for business apps. The company offers the On Demand ERP solution for all sizes and types, 

whether they are small organizations with ten users, or large operations with several sites and hundreds 

of users. 

"With this partnership, customers with complex products and a high rate of change can now unite the 

product development and quality processes managed by Arena with the rich ERP capabilities of 

Rootstock, and it's all 100 percent in the cloud," said Rootstock CEO Patrick Garrehy. 

"IT management increasingly wants to move applications into the cloud, and both Arena and Rootstock 

alike provide powerful cloud-based solutions that are simple to deploy and easy to scale," said Steve 

Chalgren, Executive Vice President Product Management & Chief Strategy Officer at Arena. "This 
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integration takes full advantage of the cloud to provide a single solution for PLM and ERP." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Fluke Integrates Temperature Data with LabVIEW and MATLAB Software for Seamless Analysis 

and Reporting 

29 November 2016 

Infrared measurement adds important and often revealing data to certain types of R&D analysis, but it 

hasn't always been easy to incorporate these measurements into experiments and reports. To close that 

gap, Fluke Corp. has introduced a new software feature that integrates high-resolution thermal data from 

the company's TiX580, TiX560, TiX1000, TiX660, TiX640 and TiX620, infrared cameras with National 

Instruments' LabVIEW and MathWorks' MATLAB software, leveraging the strength of those powerful 

platforms and making it easy to add high-resolution infrared data, video and images to R&D analysis 

and reporting. 

Once installed, the software allows continuous download of pixel-by-pixel, high-resolution radiometric 

data. R&D professionals can now use any of these six highest-resolution Fluke infrared cameras to 

thermally capture video and port the video data frame-by-frame into their MATLAB or LabVIEW 

software, and monitor it over time, identifying very small temperature changes that could indicate 

problems. 

The software allows continuous download of pixel-by-pixel, high-resolution radiometric data. R&D 

professionals can now use any of these six highest-resolution Fluke infrared cameras to thermally 

capture video and port the video data frame-by-frame into their MATLAB or LabVIEW software, and 

monitor it over time, identifying very small temperature changes that could indicate problems. 

The TiX580 Infrared Camera, the newest addition to the Fluke high-resolution line of cameras, features 

640 x 480 resolution for high measurement accuracy and an intuitive interface, making it easy to use for 

electronic design and validation, material science evaluations, and thermal modeling. Designed for 

exacting R&D engineers, scientists, and researchers, the TiX580 features a 240-degree rotating screen 

that allows R&D professionals to easily perform non-destructive testing over, under, and around objects 

to preview and capture images with ease. 

The Fluke TiX640 and TiX660 infrared cameras also offer 640 x 480 resolution, while the TiX1000 

delivers 1024 x 869 resolution. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Fujitsu Develops In-Memory Deduplication Technology to Accelerate Response for Large-Scale 

Storage 

5 December 2016 

Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd. today announced the development of a high-speed in-memory data 

deduplication technology for all-flash arrays, which are large-scale, high-speed storage systems and use 

multiple flash devices such as solid-state drives. This technology enables the production of storage 

systems with up to twice the response speed when writing data, compared to previous methods. 

In recent years, all-flash arrays have incorporated deduplication technology that consolidates duplicate 

data into one to write to a flash device, in order to utilize the limited capacity of flash devices. However, 
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as the system connects to multiple flash devices through a network in order to search for duplicate data 

each time it writes data, and storage devices grow in capacity and increase in speed, a problem of 

lowered response speed during write operations arises. 

 

Now Fujitsu Laboratories has developed a new method that can accelerate response speeds by executing 

deduplication after writing data. In addition, as data may be written to memory twice in some cases 

when processing is continued with the new method, thereby increasing communications volume and 

lowering overall processing performance, Fujitsu Laboratories has developed technology to 

automatically switch between the new method and the previous method, as operational conditions 

require. 

 

This means that response speeds can be increased by up to two times, improving the response of virtual 

desktop services and reducing database processing times. 

 

Details of this technology were announced at the 28th Computer Systems Symposium (ComSys2016), 

held November 28 at Hosei University in Tokyo. 
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Jitterbit Releases Harmony Winter '17 Citizen Integrator 

7 December 2016 

Jitterbit today announced the release of the Harmony Winter ’17 Citizen Integrator, the first integration 

solution that combines consumer-level ease-of-use for rapid scale-out with enterprise sophistication for 

complex integrations for thousands of cloud and on-premise applications. Jitterbit’s integration-

platform-as-a-service (iPaaS) combines a do-it-yourself integration experience for everyday business 

users with a powerful design experience for developers, all running together on a single cloud platform 

with centralized management and monitoring for necessary IT governance. 

Citizen Integrator Scales Out to Meet New Digital Demands 

Jitterbit Harmony Winter ’17 was designed to meet the new demand for a collaborative approach to 

integration that enables business users and traditional IT personnel to work more closely to connect the 

thousands of applications that power digital business. It takes a modern approach that provides intuitive, 

self-service integration for all employees, a powerful technical design studio for developers and the 

centralized control and management of an enterprise-class cloud integration platform. 

Jitterbit’s new Citizen Integrator delivers a simple integration interface that empowers everyday users to 

accomplish basic integration functions in seconds across a variety of cloud and on-premise endpoints, 

including Salesforce, NetSuite, Oracle, SAP, Box, Slack, etc., without special training or IT assistance. 

Based on the industry-leading Jitterpak technology, Citizen Integrator provides prepackaged “recipes” 

for popular integration workflows, which can be sealed and made broadly available to a large base of 

employees, partners and customers as part of a managed collaboration between integration experts and 

non-technical users. 

Large Enterprises Leverage Jitterbit to Adopt Bimodal Integration Strategy 

Citizen Integrator, combined with Jitterbit’s enhanced design studio for integration developers and 

power users, paves the way for a bimodal integration strategy that is already being adopted by large 

enterprises’ CIOs. For Jitterbit’s large enterprise customers, the bimodal integration strategy scales out 
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connectivity to citizen integrators for lighter integration tasks, while continuing to provide developers 

with a sophisticated design studio necessary to support enterprise-class integration needs. All 

integrations are unified on a single platform with full governance and control from the Web 

Management Console for maximum security and reliability. Jitterbit’s larger customers, including 

Odyssey Logistics and Greenpoint, have already moved to adopt the new model. 

ISVs Leverage Citizen Integrator to Embed Self-Service Integration for Their Users 

The Citizen Integrator satisfies the acute need of independent software vendors (ISVs) to provide more 

than just APIs to enable the integration of their applications to external services and apps. The new 

partner strategy allows ISVs to embed Jitterbit’s Citizen Integrator integration capability directly into 

their customer-facing solution and make that available to every single user of their application through a 

secure and managed connectivity environment. Jitterbit has already partnered with several leading 

companies, including Autodesk and Endowance, to offer the embedded integration solution. 

“Jitterbit allowed us to quickly deliver a managed service that provides prebuilt integration solutions to 

all INFOR customers,” said Endowance CEO Rob Hienekamp. “Citizen Integrator enables us to get 

INFOR customers up and running in less than three hours with prebuilt best practices for quote to cash 

and field service.” 

Jitterbit Harmony Winter ’17 also includes significant upgrades for a range key functions and 

capabilities: 

 Operations Management: New enhancements throughout the platform for customized 

configuration of collection, presentation, and notification of activities, errors, and other logged 

information. 

 Project Management and Control: New tools and features to help customers deploy, manage, test 

and audit integration projects to avoid costly mistakes ahead of production. 

 Design: New features that extend and flex integration designs, including scripting functions, 

expanded global variable support, and more. 

 Connectivity: Expanded capabilities added to existing NetSuite, Salesforce, SAP, Workday, Web 

Services, OData and JMS connectors. 

 Scalability and Performance: Over 60 new performance enhancements to enable bigger loads and 

more integrations. 

“The launch of Harmony Winter ‘17, and Citizen Integrator in particular, is democratizing integration to 

bring connectivity to all users and address a growing challenge for companies across a range of 

industries and sizes,” said Jitterbit CEO George Gallegos. “The ability to scale out technology quickly 

can be the difference between winning or losing with digital business, and Jitterbit’s new platform 

empowers companies to succeed with fast, flexible and secure integrations across the entire 

organization.” 

Jitterbit Harmony Winter ’17 is immediately available to the public and all current customers have been 

automatically upgraded to the latest platform.  
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Open Design Alliance and C3D Labs Releases C3D Modeler for Teigha 

7 December 2016 

The Open Design Alliance (ODA) and C3D Labs today announced the availability of the C3D Modeler 

for Teigha®, a new component that enables advanced 3D modeling operations through the Teigha API 

for CAD systems. 

C3D Modeler for Teigha was developed by C3D Labs in cooperation with the ODA. It supports a wide 

range of 3D solid modeling functions, including the creation of solids, editing through Boolean 

operations, lofting, and chamfering. 

“C3D Modeler for Teigha gives our customers another option for 3D solid modeling,” said Neil 

Peterson, President of the ODA. “C3D Modeler has been integrated into Teigha transparently, allowing 

our customers to use the same client API, regardless which underlying modeling kernel they use.” 

“Developing the C3D Modeler for Teigha proved to be a fantastic opportunity to provide our technology 

to all ODA members,” said Oleg Zykov, CEO of C3D Labs. “They now have easy access to a fast solid 

modeler in their Teigha-based applications. Even better, they don’t have to pay a lot for licensing and 

development.” 

C3D Modeler for Teigha is available through a tiered, royalty-free licensing model. 
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SolidCAD Now Offering 3DR’s Site Scan Bundle 

8 December 2016 

SolidCAD, an Autodesk Platinum Partner reseller in Canada, is pleased to announce a new partnership 

with a North American leader in commercial UAV technologies, 3DR.  SolidCAD can now market, sell 

and support 3DR’s Site Scan bundle across Canada. 

This bundle is the complete aerial analytics package, which includes a self-flying UAV, the intuitive 

mobile app for iOs and unlimited processing and storage in the 3DR cloud. Site Scan quickly and 

accurately captures reality of any site. Everyone can now scan, review and analyze existing conditions 

on work sites with a couple of clicks. The aerial data collected with Site Scan can seamlessly be 

imported and analyzed into Autodesk products such as AutoCAD, Civil 3D and InfraWorks 360. 

SolidCAD’s president Michael Kugan states, “We are very excited about the Site Scan package coupled 

with Autodesk technology and our expertise to help our customers reduce risk with traditional survey 

methods for areas such as stockpiles, increased speed of data collection and the many downstream by-

products of the data such as volumetric calculations.  There are a number of industries that will benefit 

from our solutions such as Construction, Civil Engineering, Surveying and Mapping, and Utilities to 

name a few.” 

This new reality capture platform will help clients accelerate their workflow by providing them cost-

effective and up-to-date data. With leading experts supporting the Surveying, Civil Engineering, 

Mapping and Construction markets, SolidCAD will provide comprehensive training and consulting 

services that will support customers leveraging the use of Site Scan in their new optimized workflow. 
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Synopsys Releases Version 2016.12 of the RSoft Photonic System Design Suite 

7 December 2016 

Synopsys, Inc. today announced the latest release of its RSoft™ Photonic System Design Suite, the 

company's industry-leading software for the design of optical communication systems and photonic 

integrated circuits (PICs) at the signal propagation level. Version 2016.12 of the RSoft Photonic System 

Design Suite includes important enhancements to its optical fiber and PIC simulation capabilities. 

Gaussian Noise Model for Long-Haul Optical Fiber Simulation 

In the RSoft OptSim™ tool, a new MATLAB-based Gaussian noise (GN) model provides significant 

speed gains for long-haul optical fiber simulation. The GN model accounts for fiber nonlinearity in 

uncompensated optical transmission systems with speed and accuracy and saves time compared to 

traditional split-step optical fiber simulation methods. 

AIM Photonics Process Design Kit 

The RSoft OptSim Circuit tool now supports the American Institute for Manufacturing Integrated 

Photonics (AIM Photonics) Process Design Kit (PDK). AIM Photonics, an industry-driven public-

private consortium, is creating a national PIC manufacturing infrastructure and, as part of this initiative, 

is planning several multi-project wafer (MPW) runs in 2017 that can benefit from a PDK comprising 

silicon photonic passive and active components. OptSim Circuit's support for the AIM Photonics PDK 

brings PIC designers a step closer to fabrication through AIM Photonics MPW run facilities. 

"The inclusion of the AIM Photonics PDK library in RSoft OptSim Circuit enhances the software's 

capabilities to help PIC designers create, simulate and optimize hierarchical schematics quickly and 

reliably, and use layout tools to generate masks that are ready for fabrication," said George Bayz, vice 

president and general manager of Synopsys' Optical Solutions Group. 

Native 64-Bit Support 

The RSoft Photonic System Design Suite now provides native 64-bit support, which enables faster 

MATLAB co-simulation with RSoft tools as well as overall speed and memory management gains. The 

upgrade also allows the RSoft tools to take full advantage of continuing hardware and operating system 

enhancements. 
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Theorem Releases V19.3 for JT to SolidWorks Composer 

5 December 2016 

Theorem’s V19.3 JT to SolidWorks Composer, from the Publish 3D range of products, is now available 

with new and improved product features and enhancements for the SolidWorks Composer user needing 

to work with JT data. 

V19.3 supports SolidWorks Composer 2015 SP2 and above, alongside API support for Dassault’s 

Multi-CAD and JT’s Jtk 8.0. 

Working within the Dassault Systèmes Composer architecture, the Publish 3D range provides 

interactive, batch and command line interfaces for SolidWorks Composer users to directly access JT 

data independently of any JT products, and is self-contained and version independent for improved ease 

of use. 
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SolidWorks Composer users can now open JT data including geometry, assemblies, product structure, 

metadata and Product Manufacturing Information (PMI). The system is very quick and easy to learn and 

use, with functionality driven from a pull down menu aiding the creation of assembly procedures, 

technical illustrations, interactive 3D product experiences, training materials, marketing materials, sales 

tools and more. 

With the growing trend to re-use 3D design data across business enterprises, the integration of JT and 

SolidWorks Composer enables users across the enterprise to work with JT files to meet and overcome 

longstanding business challenges of reducing costs, improving quality and reducing timescales, and 

delivers tangible business benefits. 

Strategic partnerships with Dassault Systemes and Siemens ensures that there is a parallel development 

between the latest releases of SolidWorks Composer, JT and Theorem’s products, allowing to continue 

to provide data solutions to the Composer community. 
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Unify Drives Innovation in Hybrid Communication Solutions with OpenScape 4000 v8 

6 December 2016 

Unify, the Atos brand for communications software and services, today announced OpenScape 4000 v8, 

delivering a strong, stable and reliable hybrid communication platform for medium to large enterprises. 

Part of the OpenScape Enterprise portfolio, OpenScape 4000 v8 is a proven, feature-rich voice platform 

that supports improved virtual team collaboration, exceptional flexibility, scalability and reliability, and 

superior investment protection as a hybrid IP solution. 

The new release of OpenScape 4000 v8 delivers new hardware to provide greater deployment flexibility 

and efficiency, tighter workflow integration to support mobile and vertical market solutions, and 

simplified user-based licensing options to dramatically reduce costs and increase investment protection. 

As enterprises look to capitalize on the benefits of digitalization to improve communication and 

collaboration, OpenScape 4000 v8 offers a mature, reliable solution that enables them to invest in the 

future without losing their heritage. 

“Enterprises today are increasingly finding that virtual teams are a reality, and bring many advantages 

such as greater flexibility, creativity and employee satisfaction, but they also require superior 

communication and collaboration tools,” said Luiz Domingos, head of product house for Unify. 

“OpenScape 4000 v8 delivers the cutting-edge communication capabilities enterprises need, and because 

it is a hybrid solution it enables businesses to evolve at their own pace, reducing costs and minimizing 

risks.” 

OpenScape 4000 v8 delivers innovative new features and capabilities to improve collaboration, mobility 

and flexibility. It enables customers to take advantage of cutting-edge collaboration and communication 

tools today, and migrate to an all-IP environment when ready. OpenScape 4000 v8 also protects an 

enterprise’s investment in their legacy solution with product innovations in hardware, software and 

licensing that add value to their telephony solution. 

“The ability to continually evolve our communication solution as our business needs change, 

particularly in regards to the future use of flexible Unified Communications solutions, provides us the 

flexibility and optimal cost structure we need,” said DI(FH) Viktoria Zechmeister, Head of Unit E2, MA 

68 – Professional fire brigade, City of Vienna. “With its extremely high availability and powerful 

performance, OpenScape 4000 v8 enables the smooth and secure operating of our hybrid 
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telecommunication environment.” 

Key features of OpenScape 4000 v8 include: 

Updated ENERGY STAR® certified hardware for more flexible and efficient deployment options to 

match corporate site structures using data center capabilities and modular branch support 

 The OpenScape 4000 EcoServer supports mixed environments and varying deployment 

scenarios 

 OpenScape 4000 Branch delivers feature-rich survivability and redundancy to secure business 

continuity 

Seamless integration with key collaboration, mobility and vertical solutions simplifies deployment and 

improves ease of use 

 OpenScape 4000 v8 connects to Circuit, Unify’s leading Software as a Service (SaaS) solution, 

via the Universal Telephony Connector to deliver superior team collaboration capabilities 

 OpenScape UC integration leverages anywhere availability and delivers a highly scalable 

mobility solution for today’s anywhere worker 

 Tighter integration and new features in OpenScape Xpert improve efficiency and speed in the 

financial services, trading, and command and control markets 

 Seamless support for the new OpenScape Desk Phone CP family delivers integrated 

collaboration software for an intuitive, easy to use phone option 

Simplified, new user-based licensing makes OpenScape 4000 v8 more cost effective and flexible. It is 

harmonized with the licensing options for the OpenScape Voice solution, so can support a simple 

migration path to all-IP where needed. The new licensing can result in up to 15 percent savings for new 

systems and up to 24 percent for upgrades compared to the previous version 

“The new features of OpenScape 4000, particularly the various redundancy options of OpenScape 4000 

Branch, offer additional provisioning possibilities as well as an optimum embedding in a highly 

available IT infrastructure,” said Peter Maurer, Product Manager for Swisscom AG (Switzerland). 

“These additional benefits are very compelling to our customers and enable us to reach out to new 

prospective customers.” 
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